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Tracker, Dropdown field; 2 options can't have the same value (one is not displayed)

Version
master
25.x (future, currently trunk)
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Description
In a fresh Tiki25 I have a dropdown field type with different values.
The doc say:
If an option contains an equal sign, the part before the equal sign will be used as the value, and the second part as the label
I tried the following where several can have the same value.

In my mind if the user select "yes" or "no" the value will be 1 and if the user assign "not today" the value will be 0.

But it is not working like this.
It seems the value must be unique while I can have several of the same label.

So if I set the field options to : 1=yes,1=no,not today=0
It won't work (the first 1 value won't be displayed)

So if I set the field options to : 1=yes,10=yes,not today=0
It kind of work and display twice the label yes

This is awkward from the user point of view...
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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